Web-application to Bootstrap

**Koolisüsteemide OÜ**

We manage the ISIC cards, Staff cards and some other card products. We also manage applications that allow client-organizations to organize their members, membership-cards and discounts.

Contact: Meeli Pällin, meeli.pallin@koolisysteemid.ee, 59072575.

**About the Project**

We have Minu Kool web application minukool.ee/khs for administrating card orders and cards. The solution is visible and in everyday use for the end-users, but it is not yet responsive at the moment. The plan is to use Bootstrap to improve the usability and the visual look of the application for different screen-sized devices and to simplify adding some new forms, views and features in the future through the usage of Bootstrap elements.

The page is used by students and teachers all over the country, perhaps is your ISIC card ordered through the same system.

**Some technical keywords:** Bootstrap, HTML, CSS; JavaScript, PHP.

**Legal terms**

We expect the team to sign an IP assignment agreement ([http://www.docracy.com/6480/short-ip-assignment-agreement-for-internet-startup](http://www.docracy.com/6480/short-ip-assignment-agreement-for-internet-startup)) and an NDA.